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Storm Preparation and Clean Up 

 
How Do I Prioritize Work After the Storm? 
 
Prioritize calls in the following way: First serve: trees through a building with leaking around 
impact site.  Second serve: trees across driveways and walks. Third serve: trees on buildings but 
not through the building.  Fourth serve: Clean up. 
 
What can I do before there are any storms to worry about? 
 
Prepare a phone application for scheduling during an emergency if you are tech savy. 
 
Be prepared for the fact that crew members may suddenly be unable to work if their own homes 
or families are impacted by the storm---prepare a list of subs, alternates or piece workers that you 
can rapidly access if you should need extra or replacement crew. 
 
Cultivate a crane operator to partner with in the event that you have no crane or operator on staff.  
Cranes are necessary for shifting large trees off of cars, buildings, driveways, etc.  Do not wait 
until the damage has already occurred and you have no way to safely move tree falls.  Also, pre-
plan a route for the crane to travel in the event of storm blocked roads and look at traveling time 
restrictions on major roads, e.g., the LIE, which restricts crane travel to certain hours of the day.  
Be prepared to pay extra travel time to your crane partner because storm blocked roads can move 
even more slowly than our usual snail’s pace on Long Island. 
 
What Is Minimum Prep Before a Storm? 
 
Sharp saws 
 
Sharp chipper 
 
Extra containers of gas or gas mix because if electric is out, PUMPS WILL NOT WORK 
 
Have a system to get cash, even if it is by courier from the main office because ATMS will not 
work  
 
Pre-scout areas that do not often lose their power so you will be able to travel there to get gas or 
use ATMS 
 
You may need to find away to feed your crew or keep them warm: lay in extra towels, 
emergency blankets, preserved high energy rations (granola bars, large jug thermos for coffee) 
before panic buying sets in 



 
You may need to keep your crew hydrated so lay in extra water before a storm looms and people 
are panic buying. 
 
Prepare a rotation schedule ahead of time so no crew member is fatigued to the point where they 
are a danger to themselves or others---rotate after a few hours, particularly if they are running 
machinery and try not to have crew members work more than a 9 hour day. 
 


